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Leader Identity Self-concordance: Facilitating Positive Leader Development Trajectory

Abstract

To address the need for a more inclusive leader development theory, we extend the existent model by incorporating leader

identity self-concordance as an antecedent of a positive leadership trajectory. We propose that, through a mechanism of top-

down and bottom-up activation, a high leader identity self-concordance will positively impact on the development of leader

self-complexity, leader self-efficacy, and self-awareness, and therefore, enhance the development trajectory of leaders.

Introduction

Today, we are facing a number of complex and changing challenges at a global level. Institutions, governments,

and organizations are in the constant search and training of leaders that can guide them in this uncertain environment. This

is resulting in the investment of an enormous quantity of resources into developing leaders (Allen & Hartman, 2008; DeRue

& Wellman, 2009). Consequently, research into leadership has grown exponentially over the last two decades resulting in a

wide range of theories that have significantly improved our understanding of leadership processes (Dinh et al., 2014). One

field in which the literature has expanded considerably is leader development. Despite arguments supporting dispositional

components making first-rate leaders, most of the attributes studied in this area are state-like and thus receptive to change

from appropriate development processes and triggering events (Day et al., 2009; Hannah et al., 2009a; Lord & Hall, 2005).

We will understand leader development as the processes involved in the progression of an individual’s knowledge,

skills and abilities as well as the self-concept associated with their competence as a leader (Day et al., 2009). Individuals

develop their self-concept and subsequent leader competencies at different rates and undergo a unique development growth

trajectory; thus it is expected that individual leader development paths will vary both between individuals and over time

within each (Day & Sin, 2011; Hannah et al., 2009a). Indeed, people engaging in a leader development program are not

expected to start at the same level; nevertheless, it is in everyone’s best interest that they can make the most of the training

experience.

Consequently, various models have been proposed that focus on the characteristics and factors that can help an

individual to be developmentally ready to initiate and make the most of a training experience (Bruce J Avolio & Hannah,

2008; Hannah, Avolio, Luthans, & Harms, 2008; Hannah et al., 2009a). Bruce J Avolio and Hannah (2008) propose a five-

factor  indicator  of  developmental  readiness:  learning  goal  orientation,  developmental  efficacy,  self-awareness,  leader

complexity and meta-cognitive ability. Hannah and colleagues (2009a) elaborate on the leader’s self-construct, which they

conceptualize as “the number of underlying dimensions in one’s self-representation” (p. 271). They argue that an elaborate
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and  definite  leader  self-construct  allows  situational  cues  to  prime  relevant  aspects  of  the  self  that  in  turn  activate  a

cognitive-affective processing system that leads to leader behaviors. They also argue that leader behaviors initiated from the

leaders’ self-construct – i.e. leader self-concordant behaviors – will prompt positive reactions from followers which will

further enrich the self-concept of the leader and followers (Hannah et al., 2009a). They suggest that over time, a leader’s

self-concept  will  become  more  complex  and  provide  the  leader  with  more  personal  resources  to  draw  from  when

experiencing developmental triggering events (Bruce J Avolio & Hannah, 2008; Hannah et al., 2009a).

While the model proposed by Hannah and colleagues (2009a) is very effective in explaining the cycle that could

lead to a positive leader development trajectory, it relies on the presence of a well-built leader self-construct to begin this

virtuous spiraling cycle of development. Supporting this perspective,  Lord and Hall  (2005) argue that  leadership skills

develop from proactive efforts to seek out leadership experiences. To find these experiences and indeed benefit from them,

the individual has to at least see him or herself as a potential leader (Hannah et al., 2009a). However, just viewing oneself as

a leader will not do the trick.  Both, identity development as well as self-regulation research recognize that holding an

identity does not necessarily mean that enacted behaviors will be in line with such identity (Adriasola,  Steele,  Day, &

Unsworth, 2011; Adriasola, Unsworth, & Day, 2012; Bosma & Kunnen, 2001; Day et al., 2009; Sheldon & Elliot, 1998).

From the identity literature, we know that identity development is a spiraling process rather than a linear one. In it, the

interaction between the individual’s commitments and information from the environment will lead to a cycle of conflict and

resolution in search of balance (Bosma & Kunnen, 2001; Day et al., 2009). From a self-regulatory perspective, we know

that conflict occurs between behaviors and higher order goals (i.e. identities) leading to a decrease in effort and well-being

(Adriasola et al., 2012; Bono & Judge, 2003; Lord, Diefendorff, Schmidt, & Hall, 2010; Sheldon & Kasser, 1998). 

The aim of this paper is to understand the factors that can enhance the development trajectory of leaders. Therefore,

we build upon previous research on leader development trajectories by proposing leader identity self-concordance as an

antecedent to a positive leader development trajectory. 

Leader Identity Self-Concordance & the Goal Hierarchy

Sheldon and Elliot (1999) define self-concordance as the extent to which goals pursued by the individual are in line

with the interests and values of the self. In order to precise this definition, Adriasola and her colleagues (2012) proposed a

conceptualization of self-concordance through the goal hierarchy, which allows representing the way in which an individual

will make meaning of the different goals he/she holds in their goal hierarchy.  Rather than focusing on the self-concordance

of the behavior or task goal, here we look at the level of self-concordance of the leader identity in order to understand the

extent to which the individual’s identity is connected or not with the remaining goals pursued by the individual. Therefore,
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we will conceptualize leader identity self-concordance as the number and strength of connections linking leader identities

held by the individual with other goals within the goal hierarchy. 

Research  on  self-concordance  has  associated  self-concordant  goals  with  multiple  positive  outcomes  such  as

sustained effort, goal attainment and job and life satisfaction, among others (Bono & Judge, 2003; Judge, Bono, Erez, &

Locke, 2005; Sheldon & Elliot, 1999; Sheldon et al., 2004). Self-concordance has also been attributed to authentic leaders,

which  would  have  self-concordant  identities  (Gardner,  2005).  However,  a  direct  link between self-concordance  and  a

positive trajectory of leader development has not been established in the existent model of leader development. 

Leader Development at an individual level

Day  and  Dragoni  (2015,  p.134)  propose  a  theoretical  model  of  proximal  and  distal  indicators  of  leader

development. They define leader development as “the expansion of the capacity of individuals to be effective in leadership

roles and processes”. They propose that, through experience, individuals can enhance their initial predisposed levels of

leadership capabilities, by developing leader self-efficacy, self-awareness, and leader self-complexity in the short-term and

individual  outcomes  in  the  short-term such  as  dynamic  skills  and  abstractions  and  meaning  making  abstractions  and

processes. 

This model is very useful for explaining the developmental outcomes that rise as the leader advances in his trajectory, the

mechanism leaders use to develop those outcomes in not completely explain it. More specifically, the differences in the

leverage leaders take from developmental experiences and how they can achieve different levels of proximal outcomes

needs to be clarified. Therefore, we will build our set of propositions around how leader identity self-concordance can have

an effect on the proximal outcomes of this framework (Figure 1). 

Figure 1 Leader development processes and outcomes
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Leader Identity Self-Concordance and positive leader development trajectories

A self-concordant leader identity, represented by the high number and strength of connections between the leader

identity and other goals pursued by the individual, will facilitate priming at any level of the goal hierarchy. In other words,

through top-down or bottom-up activation mechanisms within the goal hierarchy (Austin & Vancouver, 1996; Lord et al.,

2010),  priming of  goals  at  any level  (i.e.  project  goals,  task or identities)  would activate the remaining relevant  goal

structure. Through this mechanism of priming and top down and bottom up activation, leader identity self-concordance will

impact in the three proximal outcomes named earlier: leader self-complexity, self-awareness, and leader self-efficacy. 

Leader self-complexity. Through the priming mechanism, even if the leader self-concept lacks the complexity to

provide  an  individual  with the  tools  to  derive meaning from the  developmental  experience (Avolio & Hannah,  2008;

Hannah et al., 2009b), other goals at different levels (such as project goals, or even task goals) can help fill in for the

missing complexity to be developed. The richness of the high leader identity self-concordance is the connectedness of its

structure within their goal hierarchy. This type of structure will allow priming of a regular task to have a scaffolding effect

indirectly linking different aspects of the self to the leader identity. In other words, priming of tasks that are connected to

both, leader identity as well as other identities held by the individual will eventually help him to associate those other parts

of the self as complementary or supplementary to their leader identity. 

Proposition 1. Leader Identity self-concordance will positively relate to a developing leader self-complexity. 

Self-efficacy. The priming mechanism will give a self-concordant individual the capacity to make meaning of task

and other goals not directly related to leadership and establish a connection between them. The individual will increase the

spectrum of behaviors and KSA perceived to be part of his leader’s role, developing a more inclusive implicit leadership

theory (ILT) against which the individual compares their performance as a leader. By comparing himself to a more inclusive

ILT, leaders will increase successful behaviors or achieved goals related to their leader identity. On the other hand, the daily

complexity of work demands is part of the individual’s goal hierarchy (Adriasola et al., 2012; Bono & Judge, 2003; Lord,

Diefendorff, Schmidt, & Hall, 2010; Sheldon & Kasser, 1998; Cropanzano et al., 1993). A high leader self-concordance will

imply high connections to goals and tasks and indirectly to other roles that represent the complexity of work demands. Thus,

leader identity self-concordance will increase the relationship between developmental challenges and work demands and

also increase the feasibility in successfully managing this challenges. 
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Proposition 2. Leader Identity self-concordance will positively relate to an increased self-efficacy.

Self-awareness. Garner et al. (2005, p.349) define self-awareness as “a process whereby one comes to reflect on

one’s unique values, identity, emotion, goals, knowledge, talents and/or capabilities, often triggered by external events”.

The development of connections between goals at different levels that are not directly linked requires a conscious process.

The individual will need awareness of his goals and exercise an intentional meaning making to establish connections. This

process of thinking about his goals is related to the individual’s metacognitive capacity. The priming mechanism will act as

a platform to develop self-awareness and metacognitive thinking. In this situation, activated goal structures will help the

individual make meaning of developmental experience and thus be motivated to engage in the spirals of leader development

growth actively.  By contrast, a leader identity that is not self-concordant is represented by few, weak or even conflicting

connections with other goals. Thus, priming any goal that conflicts or is disconnected with the leader identity will make the

dispute noticeable or will just miss the opportunity to activate the desired priming. As a consequence, there is a high chance

that  the developmental  experience could go unnoticed  by the individual  and  thus would not  lead  to  a  positive  leader

development trajectory (Day & Sin, 2011).

Proposition 3. Leader identity self-concordance will positively relate to a growing leader self-awareness. 

Conclusions and Further research 

Through the incorporation of the leader identity self-concordance as an antecedent of a positive leader development

trajectory, we have advanced in the necessity of a more comprehensive leader development theory. On the one hand, we

expect that a high level of leader identity self-concordance will predispose an individual to a more positive trajectory. But,

on  the  other  hand,  our  three  propositions  point  out  that  the  leader  identity  self-concordance  can  also  become  a

developmental tool for the ongoing development of the leader. 

Our next step will be to test our propositions by creating an intervention where we help individuals to increase their

level of leader identity self-concordance. We will force them to establish connections within their goal hierarchy, increasing

the  individual´s  ongoing  level  of  leader  identity  self-concordance.  Consequently,  we  will  measure  the  impact  of  this

interventions in their level of leader self-complexity, leader self-efficacy, and leader self-awareness. 
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